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Thi's papdr is the fourth episode in our _continuing efforts to discover
how children learn the syntax of a second language. The investigation
began with a treatment of the serious conflict between two accounts el
how a-language is acquired, a conflict that, starts with the most abstract
theoretical assumptions about the nature of language learning and con-
tinues.through to the leVel of pedagogical consequences. The habit for-
matictri account of language acquisition states that language is learned by
imitation, reinforcem'ent of the correct associations between verbal res-
ponses, immediate correction of incorrect responses. This view has
been seriously questioned -- first by the Logical arguments of Chorriskyl s
transformational account of the nature of language and alsb by the grow-
ing findings of first language acquisition research.' According to Roger
Brown (1973a: 105), ,,,tA radically different possibility is that children work

out rules forth e Speech they hear, passing from levels of lesser to
greatercolii-plexiiy, simply because the human specips_ is programmed
ate,- certain period in its life to operate in this fashion on linguiseic input."
We have called this account the creative construction process.

In1970, "when-this (still unfinished) investigation began, there was
virtually my research on the process of child,second language learning.
Most of the published literature dealt with the problems and methods a.
teaching. Tills curiOtis .state. of affairs was probably due to-the widespread
acceptance of the bebariorist learning principle's developed by experi-
mental psychology, namely, the principles of habit formation. However;

3 int' e the first language acquisition findings of the last decade' have con-
tradicted the principles of habit formation in child language learning; it

p. is no longer justifiable to assume the adequacy of those principles for
second language learning.

2



An empirical test of both the-odes was, therefore, the first research
task undertaken. .The study focussed pn the question," Do children tend
to use the structures of their native lauguage when trying to speak a
Second language and therefore make "interference errerrwhen-the
structures of the two languages differ? (as predic.ted by habit formation).
Or do they recorifsfruct the new languagi and therefore make "develop-
trtental errors'r that are similar to those made by Childreqrlearhirtg
English as a first language? (as predicted by creative construction).
The results of this study showed that the major portion of the error
types can be explained by creative construction rather than habit for-,
2-nation. (Dulay and Burt NM and lt)74:al Consequently, a second study

..was.undtrialsen to-further investigate the creative Construction process
in second language (121 acquisition.

if it is true that certain universal cognitive mechanisms control
the way in which children organize linguistic input (the assumption itnder-
lying creative construction), this should be manifested-by certaiwregu-
larities in -children' s 12 speech. We chose to explore acquisition
seq&encis of certain grammatical structures, since Roger Brown and

--his,-colleagues_lacLdiseevered_an "invariant sequence" in LI acquisition
and had made important breakthroughs in reSearclirneiliodologiiiii"thit-

.
4- area. Therefore the second study in this investigation (Dulay and Burt

askell! Given interaction -with English-speaking peers, isthere a
liatural..sequene in Spanish-speaking children' s acquisition of certain
,English grammatical structures? ,We found that foiliniee different
groups of children (Chicano children in Sacramento, California; Mexican
children living in Tijuana, bTijuana, Mexico, but attending school in San Ysidrb,
California; and Puerto Rican children in New York City) the acquisition
'sequence of the following eight structures was approximately the same:
plural (-s), progressive (-ing), copula (is), article (a, gip, auxiliary
(is), irregular past.(ate, took, etc. ), 3rd person singular (-s), and
possessive (Notin-ls).

(.
Encouraged,by this finding, a more rigorous and comprehensive

study was undertaken (Dulay and Burt 1970.. It compared the acquisition
order of II English functore by Chinese\and Spanish-speaking children
learning English in an environment that included English-speaking peers.
Contrary to popular intuition, we found an Vcquisitian saqudride, that was '
approximately the same for both the Spanish and Chinese children.

if

This series of studies provides strong support for the creative
constructionoprocess in child second language 'acquisition -- the priKess

1The 8 functors in the previous study, plus pronoun case (nominative=
accusative), regular past (-ed) and long plural (-es).

,
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, 1' which children gradually r onstruct rules for the speech they hear, .. -,,,

. , guided by universal innate mechanisms which cause them to use certain.-

,./- 'strategies .to organize that linguistic input, until the mismatch between
4 ,-- ' tie language system they are exposed to and what they produce is resolved.

/ / The child 's -construction-of-linguistic rule-a-is said to be cz,-.eative, ber2v ce

.. no !Calve speaker of the target language-..whether pee; parent or teacher
--models may of the kinds of sentences produced regularly by children,
who are still learning the basic syntactic structures of a, language,-..,

.. .

The unavoidable question now arises : What is the specific nature
-of the creative construction process in secc-nd la:ngtiage learning? So
fa'r, we -have used empirical observatitins of children's second language
speech solely to provide the basis for a decision about the general ila-
Ore of the child L2 acquisition process. All, of our work so far permits
is to say only that there must lie certain universal cognitive Strategies
that play a significant role in child sec and language acquisition. The
specification of those strategies still rjrnains very much a question.
This paper offers some new perspetives on the, creative construction -
process, first by an attempt to userBrown, s nolions of semantic and k

linguistic complexity to account for differences between first and second'
language, acquisition; second, by a clarification of the. notions "Jearning
complexity" and "learning strategy" ; d finally, by presenting a new
analytical procedure and frarnewory, which may be useful in the sea,r0"
for children' s strategies in the ,c7quisitiOri of second language syntax.

FIRST ATTEMPT
-

At thi.s point in our research we can no longer hypothesize simi-
larities between LZnd Li acquisition as we did at the outset cl our
investigations. Although both the 12_4nd-the Li learner reconstruct the
language they are learning, it is intuitive to expect that the Mannear in
which they do so will differr-thildren learning a second la.nguaget_are-
older than-LI-lea-re; thelc, 5.-refaither ilerig in their cognitive -devei-
ment, and kaye-r3xperienced learning a language once before. These
factors ,shrould combine to make the specific strategieslof 'the creative
construction process in 12 acquisition somewhat different from those
of th4: creativo.condtruction process in LI acquisition.

Ho.-Jever, it was difficult to part .with the LI research crutch that
A \

Inot includingchildren learning two languages simultaneously as their
"first language", as in Swain' s (1972) study of "Bilingualism as a First
,Language".

4
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had been so helpful tilfttoiv. And indeed, it was not yet necessary, for

-O'peculation
about the differences between Ll and L2 suggested a manage-

4- able research plah to begin to approach 12 a:cquisition,strategies.

an exhaustive analysis of the semantic and grit' nmatic-al com-
plexity of the functors in brig acquisition studies, Brown concluded that
"the order of acqUisition is dependent upon relative complexity, gram-
matical and/or semantic" (1973b: 255), in other words, the two major

. "determinants of acquisition" for the Li order were,' acc'o'rding to Brown&
semantic and grammatical (or"linguistic") complexity. He defined
semantic complexity as the number.of majoi meadings of roughly equal

weight expressed by a functor. The greater the number of major mean-
ings, the more semantically complex that functeir should be. He defined*
linguistic complexity in terms of "derivational complexity" e the more
transformations required in ate derivation.of_a.1unctar4according to the
Jacobs and Rosenbaum (1968) analysis) the more linguistically complex

/4- that functor should be.
. _

It seems intuitive that children Who are acquiring their first lan-
guage have to deal with both semantic and syntactic information. How-
ever, six, seven and eight year old children naming a second language
need not struggle wit% semantic concepts 'they have already acquired,
such as conceptio of immediate past', possession, or progressive actiton.
This, one would not expect the semantic compleiity of futictors already.
acquired.in Ill to be a major determinant of the order of those functors
in LZ acquisition. If this is correct, the functcr, acquisition sequences
for Li and LZ should differ significantly' dup at least to,the absence of

,.. V..
the semantic complexity factor in L2. The_impoYfance of such a find-
ing Would be that cemceptualdevelopMent, at least for those concepts
expressed- by thebfunctors, could be safely idiscaided as a major explan.-
atory device.rfor L2 acquisition sequences.

This task involves two steps:

1. )A comparison of the LZ and Li functor sequences

2. An examination of the predictions made by Brown' s
semantic and linguistic complexity factors from the
viewpoint of their explanatory power for the 1.2
sequence obtained.

t;,
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Comparison of L2 and fal FunctorSeq uences-
,

Fortuhately, in a previous study on_12 acquisition order (the third
episode summarized above, Dulay and Burt, 1974), 9 of Brown' s 14
functors had been included. Thus, we only.needed to compare the se-
quence We had alreadrobtainedfor 4.2 with that--of-Br-ownr_rnaking the

- appropriate adjustMents to include. only the 9 functors found in both LI
and 12 studies, Table 1.1ista the LI rank order' obtained by Brown
(1973b) and by the de Villiex$1 cross-aedtional study (1973) along .with
the L2 rank orders we obtained using Puce differerit methods of analysis
(ti/se rnetAds are dcs:rilied in detail in Dulay and Burt, 1974b),

Table 1 e IA AND 12 ORD Erg-FOR 9 FUNdTO1S

Lr RANK ORDER 12 RANK ORDER
13rown

. .

De Villiers
Method I -

De Villiers
Method 11

Group
Score

croup
Means

SAX

Ind 1 1. 5 . 2 ; i 3 2. 5 2, 5

Plural 2 l:5 1 4 4 5

Past-irreg 3 3 " 3 7 7,5 7.5
Possessive 4 i. 5 6 8 7.5' 6.5

Article 5 4 - 5 . 1 1 2.S
Past- reg (.' 7. 5_ 4__ . 6 6 ' '8:5

`.3rd Person 7 7. 5j 8 9 9 8.5
Copula 8 '6 7 2,

'
2.5 1' '''

Auxiliary' 9 9 -.' 9, 5 5

"Table 2

- t

SPEARMAN RANK ORDER CORRELA TiON COEFFIcIENTS
.

lt2
I Group Scare With Group Means 98 Brown with 'de -Villiers 84

i Group Score with SAX .89 Brown with de Villiers II -I-, 78

Group 'Weans with 91 Lie Villiers I with 11 +. 87

L2/111
Group Score with Brown 4. 43
Group Means with Brown 4.42
SAI roi.V n +, 39
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_ _ It is obvious from Table 1 that the three-Li rank orders are-very
Similar, as are the L2 orders, but that,the'fofrner-differ significantly
from, the latter. This difference-is -clearly--itiustrata bi-Figttre'l, and
the supporting Spearman rank order correlations appear7in Table 2. {As
the Li orders are approximately the same, as shown by the Spearman
cotifficientS in Table those-obtained by the de Villiers are excluded ,

from the L2-L1 correlations,)

Figuie 1
COMPARISON OF LI AND 12,ACQUISITIOI4 SEOUENcES
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As Table I Indicates, 'Past irregular, :Article_,_ Copula and Auxiliary

show the greatest !linount of difference. approximately 4 ranks between
1.2 and 14. Except for Past-irregulat; whith is acquired later in L2,
these functors are acquired earlier in L2 than in Ll. The other functor
,ranks also differ consistently, but the difference-is not as great, i. e.,
'there is a diffeience of approicimatelr 1-2 ranks between L2 and Li for
-Ing, Plural, Possetssive, Past; regular, and.3rd Person. Notice also
that this group of functorS is acquired later in L2 than in Ll.

The Ex lanator of s Semantic and Linguistic, Complexity
acto rt; for Lc.

In an effort to account for the Li acquisition sequence, Brown (1973b)
carried .out a detailed analysis ;=,f the semantidsand the transformational
derivation of each funZtor in'the sequence.. This' analysis enabled Brown
to order the functorsaccordingio-their semantic complexity (number of
"major mednines". of roughly equal weight) and according i6 linguistic
efiMplexity (number of transformations in the dcriyation of a gin
functor based on Jacobs and Rosenbaum, 1968). Our task was simply to
-see to what extent the 12 sectnenCe could be predicted fly Brown' s semarr= `r

tic and linguistic complexity ordering.

Theme ordering predictions bask:4-0n semantic complexity appear in
the lefthond column of Table 3. The column on the right indicates whether
or, not each prediction is borne ant by the L2 acquisition sequence. That
is, say -i21 is less semantically complex than Copula (rIListCopula). _ _

?frig was _.acquired before Copula in the,t2- sequence, then the semantic
ordering prediction (-Ing<Copula) is borne out by_ the 1.2 sequence. -HOW-
ever, if -Inc*, was not acquired before Copula, then the' semantic predic-
tion i ~t not borne out by the L2 seqUence. Table 3 summarizes the extent
to which Brown' s semantic complexity orderingcould account for the 1.2
sequence.

i Table 3 shows that almost half (9 out of 20) of the semantic pre-
dictions were not borne out in the 1.2 Sequence. The Li sequence, on tke
.othez hand, agreed with all 20.leernantic predictions. 4 ,,

'I
\

5 an.74.: a a\ppears that semantic complexity is not a major determinant
of our Inprine, as it seen-:s to be for Li, it might be reasonabl to --,

e:.;:p,,,Cr.thet, fowei4i.- (derivational) complexity- -the second majoi deter-
minant of 4(equisiti::;!ftproposed by Brotync, should predict much of the
L2 order. Sieecificlolr.4 one might expect that linguistic -complexity
orderings should prAict the L2 sequence precisely where semantic pre-,

8
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Table 3
SEMANTIC COMPLEXITY IN THE LA SEQUENCE

Semantic Complexity Ordering Predictions Borne Out (4.)ftbt Borne Out- (-)
(<0"is less complex than) - 1.2-Sequ,ence

ing 43rd person
copula
auxiliary z

plural 4 3rd person
copula .t____...--

auxiliary - -- --`

past irreg < 3rd person
copula
auxiliary

. past reg < 3rd person
copula
auxiliary

pods 4 3rd person
copula
auxiliary

article < 3rd person
.copula
auxiliary

3rd persci-ncauxiliary--

copula<auxiliary-

Totals:

dictions had failed. Brown' ilinguistic eomplexity predictions appear in 4-

the lefthand colaWn of Table 4. The column on the right indicates whether
or not each prediction is borne out by- the I2 zequence.

9
r
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4

Table 4
LINGUISTIC CO EXITY IN- TRE L SEQUENOO

Linguistic Complexity dering Predf.ctions Bottle Out N.) /Not Borne Out (-)
-...:I071-16-6-1CeliiiipTiTie .glad*) LZ-Seclilence

- -

,itie- ,4 ast rog
/ plural

3rd person.
copula
auxiliary

fpast reg
pltrai

-3rd person
copula 4

auxiliary

Past past ren
plu
rd person
copula
alvaliary

Past Reg < 3rd person
copula
auxiliary

Plural. / 3rd per.son-
copula
auxiliary

3rd person.(auxiliary
copula<auxiliary

'Totals: + = 3.3

lu
7.3

444.4.44404.44

4

As w can spe ft.( .Table linguistic complexity predictions fared-
little better- than on semantic complexity. Again, nehrly half of
the linguistic pr dictionswdre not borne out by, the L2 sequence;
Nevertheless, onia might still hope that the linguistic predictions that

10
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were borne out by the 1.2 order would be precisely thcatie involving Copula,
Auxiliary, Article. and Past Irregular, as their pIaAes team '12,i3equence
were-not predicted.by semantic complexity,' and at the same time, ..their
ranks were-..the Most different in L2 and .1,1.

Unfo.rtunately, this is fibt the case. Both the semantic and ftliguii4
tic complexity pr'eilictions are almost e)v.:..r.iy the same-for the 4 functors
whose ,rank orders were4he most different in the LI and 1.2 sequences7
Table 5 displays this predicament." . .

. Table 5 - 4

DIFFERENCES IN 141 AND 14 PREDICTED BY et
BROWN' S SEMANTIC AND DERIVATIONAL COMPLEXITY.

Predictions_ that are the Barrie
iri both the
guistic complexity orderitigs,

Ina
;Plural
Past-irrea

Past- reg

3rd person

Copula.
Copula .

Copula
Auxiliary
Copula
Auxiliary

Borne outMiNot borne out (-) by
LI .L2

IMO

Prelidtion.s made by.,
semantic complexity alone'.4. 47.011/".

Predictions made by
derivational complexity alone:

---
Article Plural
Past-irreg Pa3i-reg
Past- rea 3rd person

1I



T4hle 5 includes only those predictiohs t: 12 arid ;LI differ, It first,
lists these predictions whiclilare tlr,e sarr in both:the semantic and lin--'
gUistiscomplexity orderings. The fel, remainintCprediaions uni

,to ic complexity., lingusti As we see 'rani the table; all a the soma e.
,

pre4ketions;are,also,made by lingui tic comple*W.: These predictions.
are all borne out by the LI sequencer but not by the:-L2" suence 'Of the
three predictions mad by lin uistfr, complexity alone, two 4re ot borne
out by thl; Lw t,equence,_ a-

The lingui_4Atic, complexity artaIrs vil,-, ,sho:s with disconcerting cl4rity
that what we might have, inferred from the semantic complexity analyjits
is invalid, At least in this framework, 'That is, ince both linguistic and

complexity_iield the -ia- predictions with, regard to the dif-
ferencel; between the tz and LI sequences, v..e cannot say that this
analy9is supports the ,absenee-oi- semantic co mpleXity hypothesis men-
tioned earlier. lqc.,r can either -ckterrninant of acquisition' proposed
.11y Brown explain the 12 sequence clbtagmed. It appearsthen, that we are
still at the beginning, of.the: f,e,arch for factors that 'explain the 12 acquis-
Awn gt-quengt!.

A 71 PEC T1V E

Thu:. firtt unsieces,:iful atterilpt to fkal that might
explain.. at hat in part, the observed prorret.-,sion in child 12 syntax
acquit;ition_inspirc.:ri rethinT:Ane of the notion -c6mplexityr., as well a.s

fscarol fcrr nevi, procedure,-..

" C ,-411-tplioxitr* and -St r

Thy: .re+ -ti #n rtf cornpiexrty in it 2:7,-, .7,am:t.-A emirs referti to charac-
ter ittic!:-, of what to learncd, That.ts. and Y 'are items to be
lea 'fled, : trip:4r complex thin ."1' if it invrAves snore learning Matter
tha 1 Y. For 4_*.marriple, perfect ti:Ti5eS require more morphemes than
the 'mple, te,nz4oA, and thus are cr.nsidered more complex.. Or, in
rea blenr15 and dipthon y are cr.lni,itkred more cOmplex than
vo and cona,.4nantF., more irilve more incre.

1 lablis this ric0..1:4

1-.xeldrivfl in his kinguiztic predictions, bcycaw,eJacobs and Ftr,,,sintiritirri
did nr-,t prp,:ide"a dti.riyation for the P03.5e5.514.11,-

12
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iv,

to

. nients,of)earning =atter,. it is generally assailed that they will be
.lep.rhed in other words, the 'rnore'Plere is*to learn, the longer;
it must t ke..Not surprisingly, an inspection of oral langujigeror reading
eurricuifi reveals that the _mole complex items are preseile.d latei than
the "simpler' odes. Apparently, then, complexity has:befome synoriy
moils with 14teifess of learning,. Specifically, if the comp ixibf of X and

1 Y is ktiolvn, so is theiii-earning sequente. verification of
I the lea-Janine sequence is, 'in this view, suipertluotis.

rM

Research on child lanpiagesl.cquisition, °tithe other,hatfd, hq,s
..-

1 given, primary importance to the empizieal=detdrninatiqn of learning,learning,-

sequences and consequently, careful atudies of learning sequence wesr,#
. .1 uncikrtaken. As acquisition °mkt's biega,n'to 6rperge from these invesii-

gatiins, st; did attempts to explain the.m. It is'in these explahations that
the: reliance on c-ornplexity again appears. As we 'lave seen, Brown used

.. .. ilio notion of linguisttc (and semantic) complexity to explain his functor
I Acquisition order. Linguistic complexit y.,as defined.irt Browtt' a study' ..

. e.
. as the number of optionalleansformatidns in a derivation. To correct

sorite,of the ,diff-fc'uli.ies of this rnetric:(such as 'assuming equal incre-
--rnents of ,complexity for all transformations), Brown Offered a more _

refine'd notion of Iinginstie,complexify as a recommendation to future 4
s' , " irescarchep, aamely, "ctimulative derivatic)naI cornplexitIrk:

...

. .. We do not., simply count the number of optional trans-
` fOrmatians in:a.dierivation, since this procedureinvoIves

the eenerailly unwatirented assumption
-..

assu ptionthat any one trans-
forrnae, or some other feature, involves the same
inererNnt 6 complektY7of ki1owlecits:e, as any other. in

._. our ciimulative sense of ebmpie:iity a construction
:xi- may be regarded as more complex than :either x or

= x because it involves everything in either of:the construe-
= " tions alone Plus ,soxnahing rri' ore... (pp. 406-40'7) .

_ .

. . /
Althony.h. thi. cuinulative not. on is certainly an improvement on simple
derivati-;nal complexity, itlaill consists Entirely of 'a description, of
vthat_is_to be learned to explain the learning- sequence. As Brown
Stated! 6

4f

If.xt y involves all the knoi.vledge of x and x, each taken
alone, how could it fail to be the case that X.,4- y will be
dcquiredlater than its components'' (p. 407)

This complete dependena: on a description of the target langtage

1 td
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to explain acquisition ordert!-,- made quits5 clear by the reasons Brown
Lives for aj21:possible failure of ,hi:; cumit-lative_complexity notion to pre-,.
diet learning sequences- ; .,. .. f

" '1

Ilf. tilt prediction cart fail if the analysis of requisite know-
ledge, grammatical and seniantic, is faulty, or if the
evidence-used to indicate constidetional. acluisition is
insaffiOent, (p.' 407) . ia

1,

4
.

s

It is clear:that B * definition 6f 'knowledge" refers explicitly
to the description ertwhat is. being leaned, e. g., a linguist' s
descriiption,of the syntactic acid antic comRonents of the target Ian-,
eitage. However, one cantit.aurrse that what is more "complex" _(inore-
transformations, features, etc. ) in a linguistic description of a language
systen-s also presc;ibes the sequexce in which ,a child acquires a Ian .;
guag.e, seem:. reasonable to ask whetr a child Organizes linguistic
data in a-different fashioii. In other words, the criteria that might be
perfectly adequate- for,a desCriptain of alangua ge may- neat be the criteria:-
the child uses to learn that language: Bever;(1970) makes a similar

1

we cannot- use preconceived notions about the. form of
minarvnderlyinp a child's utterances... bedause this

would preiudge the sort of fitetthat i've are trying to aS- .

*certain by collecting his utterances in the first place.
(v.,. 344)

r
The relit e.of -psycholinguist4 on linguistic descriptions partially

ttAplaiks th?;ir grkstinterest inAransformational der ; ,rations, as well as
th-eir!mwattenee- with the clianc:iis that linguists inevitably make in their

Chosrsskrs transformational grarnrnar has been partially
f;uscepable to geactions from psycholinguists, as the ultimate goal
oftransformational grammar does involve the descriptibn of mental.
structure. =HoVrever, Choir sky and Halle (1968) haVe been-vs: ry careful
to state that tore any claim can be made about human cognitive struc-
ture or learning strategies'o a comprehensive description of language
structure, must be available, .Therefore, they have undertaken the task
of Providifig an empirically adequate description of language. They also
empliasizt- that their 'choice of this "first sty*, has no Bearing on the
pt.:ychelorical realityof theft linguistic descriptions: Rather, "it is a deci-
clef about which research program they believe might be most fruitful ill-

"i:earcli for krit-+' ledee about himirt,n cog:naive structure. We include
their own comment -t or thin issue 3s it z4,3 oftcrs been 6 -nomay

ci;:+n stratTA.
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A further word of caution is perhaps necessary ir. connec-
tion with this formulation of tl4zgeneral problems that guide
our study of language.' 'Apart fr4m.theideali;atioremen-
tinned in the preceding-'*agraph, there is4.another, much
more crucial, ideization implicit in this account. We have
been describing acsAisition.oZ.language as if it were an
instantaneous pif*eis.., 0 viously;.,-Wis is not true. A more
realistic model of lang. g acquiiition vi td- consider the
order in which primar linguistic data are Used-1# the child

'and the effects of preliminary !'hypotheses" developed in
the earlier stages of learning on the interpretation of new,
often more complex, data. To us it appears_ that tnis more
'realistic Study is muc!. too complex to be undertaken in any
meaningful way today and that it will be farinare fruitful
to investigate in detail, as a first approximatiory the ideal-
lied model outlined earlier, leaviiik-the refinements to a
time when this idealization is better understood. The-cor-
rectness of this guess, of course, WilLhave to be judged
by the long-i-ange effectiveness of a researc1 program of
this sort, as-compared with alternatives that might be
imagined. In the meantime, this idealization must be kept
'in mihr14/hen we think about the problem of the '!psycholog-

,, ical reality' of the postulated mental structures.

To take a concrete example, consider the matter of
the synchronic residue ofThe English Voivel-Slifft,, disetfised
in Chapter Six. We have argu&I that the underlying lexicat

'forms in English Contain vowels in pre-Vowel-Shift repre-
A` senta4ion, and that there forms are what would have psy-

, etiological reality giVeri the other assumption in Our rriodel.--
in particular, the assumption of instantaneous language
acquisition. To the extent that these assumptions are false
to fact, the cimclusiohs that follow them may alsc; be falie
to'fact. In particular, it is. no,donbt the case that the lin-
guistic forms that 4ustily our postulation of the Vowel Shift
Rule in contemporary English are, in.gener'il; available to,
the child only at a fairly late stage in his language acquist-
tiOn, since inl.arge measure these belong to a more learned
stratum of vocabulary., Since the order of prf.lsentation of
linguistic data .is, for the moment, an extrinsic factor that
has no place,rn ouctheery, tine cannoVake derv-mut-of-this
fact, an,we can therefor& state our conclusion about psycho-
logical reality only in hypOthetical arm! if it were the case
that languagacquisition viere instantaneous, then the under-.

1 5
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lying lexical forms with pre-Vowel-Shift representations
would be psychologically This, we propose, is a
true statement about lan,uageultimately, about mental
processes and the particular way in which they function.
But an empirical conclusion of this sort will, naturally,
rse more difficult to verify, will require more indirect
and subtle means' of verification, than=a simple categori-
cal assertion. TO us it seems that for the foreseeable
future, the study of language and mental probesses will

.have to be carried out at such a. level of abstraction if it
is to make signifidant progress. (p. 331-332)

The "more. realistic study" which homsky and Halle feel is "much
too complex to undertake in any peanin ful way todayn-is-What-we are
venturing to undertake. .Although'a7n ad quate description of the structure
of language is still in the process of being formulated, we feel that its
absence does not preclude a meaningful attempt to specify language learn,.7
ing strategies. An adequate description of the developing syntactic
structures children produce while learning a language should be an equally
fruitful route to the discovery of cognitive structure. We must,. howeyer,
caution the,reader not to forget tlie distinction1rtween a "first step' and
our 'ultimate i. 6. ,- between a flescription,of_tb.e. ech .children
produce (product level) an.d the learning stratiegieS'underlyingthat speech

_(Process sum, while Chomsky and Hill& focus on a description
of the target language (s) to arrive attuniversal cognitive structure, we
focus on alli!scriptcon of the developing syntactic structures children pro-
duce while learning a language, to make similar types of inferences.

7

The notion of learning strategy as an explanation of acquisition canna
rely on a description 6f what is to belearbed. Rither, it assumes that-
the cognitive mechanisms a child innately poslesses makes an indepen-
dent contribution to the learning process, These mechanisms, have
certain definable characteristicsi .that cause the child to use a limited set
of hypotheses-to deal with the knbwledge he is acquiring.' No matter
how accurately that knovldge may be described or analyzed into its _
:elements by language scholars, the child will organize and learn it in the
.-manner and order in which his cognitive apparatus specifies. The spec-
ification of these principles of mental organization is our long-range
goal.

The "learning strategy" approach is not new It has been used,
for example, by Bever and Slobin in their first language acquisition
research. _Bove (19713) has discussed "perceptual Strategies" in the

16
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concept of their role. in determining the 'universal structure of language:

...linguistic .struaiiire is itself partially determined by
the learning and behavioral prncesses,that are involved
in acquiring and implementing that structure... Thus; .some
formally possible linguistic structures will never appear
in any language because no child can use them. In this way
the child' s system for talking and listening partially deter-
mines the form of linguistic structure... (p. 280-281)

For example, such findings as children' s interpretations- of revers-
iblesapsives as active sentences yields "strategy D: Any Noun...V.0A)-
Nourt (MIN) sequence within a potential unit in the surface structure
corresponds to "actor-action -oliject". (Bever 1970% 298). Bever
uses this information together with results of sentence processing exper-

. irnents on adults to account for the pervasive NVN word order. of English
csyntax. This strategy, however, annot account for the struCture of -

Ian uages with other word orders, such as Japanese which is an-SOV
lavuage.. In fact, IA acquIsition studies have shown that children in the

.
vey earliest'sfages of learning use the word order of the_language they
alle learning (I<ern4n 1969, and Blount 1969), whatever it may be. This
indicates that Strategy D is_only a description of the f duct of the intcr-z-

tion. between a child' s perceptual-mechanisms 'and imary linguistic
data, not a specification of a universal -ccignitivO str. egy..; (Bever' s
general thesis, however, is one octhe moskprovoc tive advanced
recently. )

a.

glob-in (1971) also proposes strategies, referred to_as_"operating-
s...-

pfinciples" which he suggests children use to process adult speech. For

Operating Priffciple A--Pay attention

Operating Principle C.-,Pay' attention
morphemes (p. 348)

to the-ends of words (p. 335)

the order of words and

He arrives at these operating principles b looking at how "communica-
tive intent is expressed by children lear ing differcknt.first languages,

A
and drawing generalizations about childr n' s developing syntax from
these data; Slotin calls these generaliz tions "universals" from which
he then infers "operating principles". or example- he, finds that-
"post-verbal_ansLpo-st-nominal marker -are acquired, earlier than pre-
nominal markers"itiniversaLA,-- p. 334), hence,- he iriferS Crie-rating
Principle A (Pay attention to the ends of words). In our framework
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4

.
Slobin' a "universals" are generalizations about the product level, and
his "operating principles" are statements that presumably refer to the

_ _

prOcess_level,_
.

- ,
--,

Two rather serious drawbacks become apparent in.Slobint s approach.
First, an accurate specification of "communicative intent" does not
exist. Slobiri recognizes this when he states that "what is needed is a

..taxonorny and coding scheme for'pre-linguistic intention ."(p. 324),
Second, his operating principles and universals are presented as allist,
in which the relation of the principles to each other, if there is one, is
left' unspecified, Thtre is no attempt to provide'criterth. which would
predict when certain principles apply and When they dont t. This is es-
pecially significant when two apparently Conflicting principles e applic-
able in the productio-n. of a certain stfucture. For example, in riglish
LI acquisition, children regularly produce-utterances such as "" o Daddy
go" t or."Wear rnitten ..-no".-- RA these constructions they seem to 1e using,
Operating prinCiple D: .

"Avoid interruptions- or -rearrangements of linguiStid-iiiiiti,v

aS they do not interrupt the NVN sequende. "However, the Awe construc-
tions violate Operating Principle ,

-"Pay attention to
rz,

ak they have obviously
negative morpheme,

the order of words and vorpheme5,"

not t r plasernent of-

r
similar problem- emerges when 'we ericonriter-daSe-lathatepPear

to disconfirrn a certain operating principle, For example, Operating
Principle-A (Pay attention to-the endsof words) seems to be violated'in-'
English Ll acquisition, where functors attached to the endeof words are

_ regularly omitted by- Li levners (e, g, past -ed , 3rd--Pe.f9,6414,ngtilar
titerc,,)-,evert after several prepositions hive been acquired, Howev'e'r, such
discanfirming cases need not necessarily constitute disconfirmition of
the exiStende. of a particular operating principle. Rather, if operatilig
principles Are placed in their proper perspective,' such caseswould

, provide the evidence necessary to specify__under whatconditions Certain
" prinaiples"; apply or crononapply.

Incidentally, Operating Principle A cannot speak to the acquisition
of prefixing languages such as Navajo, Thus, paying attention to the ends
of words would not help Navajo children acquire their ftnctors. Yet
there is no evidence we know of that Nivajo children acquire their mor-

,
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phoip -gical structure later than childr-en acquiring suffixing languages, such
-

\ .

1

}"roM ttie foregoing.discussion ihas become obvious that a de-
, sCription of universal stoond language learning strategies is indeed a

long-range goal. Nevertheless, in pursuit of this goal, two obser4tions
may be helpful. 4444414.1.1t, '!'l

i, The description of acquisitior..sequences::aticluding these
in our own research studies, have consistetkof "rank orders", 1,,e11., 777
given a gertain numerical criterion (such as MLU or SAI; or the Mean
score of a given..le of subjects .for a functor), funotors are ranked
according to the decAa.sing (or increasing) numerical value of the chosen
criterion. This results.i4 a linear sequende, say, from," to 11 (or 14).
Such linear descriptions of acquisition order go hand in-hand with the
linear -explanations that have been offered for such orders. In.b.th r
words, the use of rank orders-increases thelenaency to think of s ntax
---acsuisition-a-san additive process. The converse may also hold, amely,
if one thinks of acquisition a.s the addition of increments of lingiiistre
Material, one'wOuld probably set outtd look for .rank _orders in ch4dren, s

,einerging syntax. . .

as Turkish. -

. \
aii.The "! cquisition strategy" (o erating principle)

. "tl°n\
. refers to cognitive operations that are presumably niver"Sal. If this is

tatus-,---t-hen-st 'es-mu-sr-be able to ac -eau tier an enormo s-
body of diveriefacts bout children' s developing slynta.X. For example,

--a strategy must be abl to accciunt fO'r the acquisitio'n of both suffixing
and prefixing languages or oIlanguages with,different basic word Order
such,as,NVN (SVO) or NV (SOY), Furthermore, Istrategies must not
contradict each other i terms of what children-are observed to do Within

4 . - - -
a given language. As [liscussed,above, most of the recently suggested
strategies seem to fall short or/UniVersality, in the sense that there is .

,- much acquisition data they cannot explain, or that contradict their
predictions. It seems that the formulation of strategies his been too
dependent on the description of the observed factkabout children' -s

. developing syntax._ While the deScription of the roduct (e.g., acquisi-
tion seqUenCes or errors) is useful for the discovery of a learning straiL
egy, , it'is not sufficient, and May even be mislead g.:-,*

, I

The rest of this paper is `a rasp tb these two obeervations.
.

4

J

!.1
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An Alternative to Rank Orders: Acquisition Hierarchies

Rank orders imply adasive explanations of the learning process
(such as derivational complexity). Our methodological alternative to
this approach is to look for groups of functor that are acquired together
and that are ordered. If such groups pf functors can be found, a search
for the underlying characteristics that defioe. each iroup_anc.Lset_it apart
tromotherswould become possible. It was with much excitement, then,
thatle discovered a recent development in measurement that does just
that. The method is formally called the "Ordering-Theoretic-Method"
by its authors (Bart and Krus, 19734. but for short it is also known as
the "tree method's (following its origiiiin mathematical tree theory.) _

Other methods of measurement, such as GtIttman scaling, "invar-
iably assume that the trait measured is linearly ordered and can be
measured with a single additive model" (Bart and Krus-, p. 204. The --
tree method, on the other hand, assurnzi that_there-i-s-a logical rela-
tionship among items, and it is designed to determine those relation-

,
ships.

The relationship worked out in the version a the method presented
here -is that of "X is a prerequisite to 1/". For our purposes it is
stated as: the acquisition of fliiiCtor X precedes the acquisition of_func-

, '
One requirement_ fox -the method to be used to interrelated items

is binary coding, i. e., thatthe items be scorable as correct or incor-
rect with values of 2 and 0 respectively. Accordingly, functors were
treated as items for which a child received a "1" if the functor had been
acquired and a "On if it had-not been acquired. A functor is 'acquired if
it is used 90% correctly given at least 3 obligatory occasions per child
for a given.functor,- (See' Dulay and Burt, 1974b: 45-40'. Thus if a
_child scored 90 or higher on a given functor he received a 1 for that
functor, but if he scored 89 or less he received a 0 for that functor.

;rile reqUirerrient for positing a relatiohship between a set of item's,
say, for positing the acquisition of Case before-Copuia is as follows:
The acquisition of Case precedes the acquisition of Copula if and only
if the disconfiring-response pattern: altla =-VR2612Wed)
does not occur. It is the number of such "disconfirmatory response .

patterns" that comprises the test of the relationship. If,there
were more than a tolerable number of disconfirtnatory response pat-
terns (5% of the total), the relationship would not hold.

1The method was introduced to us by. Professor Marcus Lieberman, Har-
vard University

20
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To test the efficien'cy of this method for langiaage acquisition
-research we reanalyzed data that we Flad..zreviously used to study Spanish
and Chinese-speaking children' a acquisition of 11 English functors,,.
(Du lay and Burt, 1974b). Since we had found that the acquisition sequence
of these- functors was approximately the same for both groups of children,
we combined both groups for this lysis,

The total consisted -of 115 children, 60 Spanish and 55 Chinese.
However, the sample for each pair of functors for which a
was ascertained differed-according to the_ number of chi -ltVen Who had at
least three occastona--for-the-finiCi-rPairin their speech corpus. The
-ample sires ---ranged from 20 to 115. Any Pair of functors 'or which the
sample was less than 20 was excluded from the final analysis (3rd person,-
Auxiliary: Possessive-Past Regular; and Past Regular?-3rcl persod.
There were-abo t_thelsaime-number-of-aparital-aridCliinese children in the
amp e for each functor pair. d

The data analysis for the tree _rhetheer is straightforward., Six steps
are involved

Calculate an individual functor score for each child for each
functor (see Dulay and Burt 1973: 45 -4.6)2 in order to determine whether -

-the child_had acquired a,,given functor (Thb criterion of acquisition used
was an individual' functor score of 9_ 0 or higher. A

Convert_ functor scores into binary values, for example,

Furictor Score
90-100 Ilacquired)
0 -,89 0 (not' acquired)

r s

;>

i , . V
ii. For each functor pair, count the number of children:who

received scores for both functors in the pair.
.

iv. Count the number of children whose response patterrrs dis-=
,confirm a relationship between each possible pair of functors. That is,.,

in the relation '

Pronoun Case(Aminative
article (a, the), Plural (-S)
sive s), 3rd Person (-s),,

-Accusative), Progressive -122g, Copula (is), Auxilia.r,y (is);
Past Regular, Past Irregular, Posses-

Long Plural (-es).
2
Any other method to calculate individual functor scores can beiused.

21
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"rffnctor_Xprecedes Tunctor 'y", the disconfirming pattern--

...

Functor-X .0 (not acquired)
Functor Y .1 (acquired) .

s , ,

.
This' pattern is obviously-theonly one that discon.firms the above state-- ,-
rreht; '

. .
('

-) v. Calculate the-percent of disconfirmatory response pat-,
ri

terns for 'each relationship tested. That is, for each functor pair divide
.the number of 'Children who had disconfirmatory response patterns by the

total 'number of children in the sample for a given pair. The resulting
number is the per4ent of disconfirmatory response patterns for a given -

relationship. The matrix in Table Er illustrates this analySis. In the
matrix, for each funCtox pair, the relationship tested it: "the acquisi-
tion

. 0

tion of the functor designated by the row precedes the acquisition of the
fUnctor designated by the column." If the percerit of disconfirmatory` _

.., response patterns is 5 or less, the relationship holds, Reading the-" i
matrix, we conclude, for example, that the acquisition of Case precedes.
the acquisition of -Ing, Copula, Article,_etc_fw_hile we cannot- _conclude
that -Ing it a pretrequisite to Copula,. as 19% of the children acquired
Copula before -lag.

. vi. Froin the matrix, construct a "tree". 1See Figure 2.)

Arrows-from one functor to another designate the relationship
between those functors. An arrow that connects two functors designates
that the functor from which the arrow originates is acquire,d before the

'functor at the other end of the arrow For example, the acquisition or
ease precedes the acquisition of Copula. A sequence of functors con-
necte by arrows are all part of a s'equence starting with the functror
fFom which the first arrow originates and ending with the functor to

Pastthe last arroyo points. .for example, Case4Copula-pAuxiliiry-r
Past regular-pLong Plural rneans that not only does Case precede
Auxilianqn acquisition order, but that Case also precedes all others
in the sequence. :The height ox the functors is determined by the mean
functor score for that functor (indicated by the numbers in each box).
The position of the functors on the horizontal plane is a purely aesthetic
a4ang-nent. ,

The tree in Figure Villustrates the acquisition hierarchy obtalned.
It Shows-clearly that certain groups of functors are acquired before

2
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other groups: The acquisition o\'.fCase precedes the acquisition of ati.
the other functors. Copula precedes-PlUral and Awiiliary, and `these
three, together with Ing and Article precede the last five in the klierarchy!
Past-regular, 7Past,irregular, Possessive, 3rd person and Long
In addition, Past - regular And,Past-irregtilar precede the acquisttian of
the-Long plural. Figure 3 illUstrates these relatimIships more clearly.

-Figure 3
LZ FUNCTOR ACQUISITION HIERARCHY

Group Is-

Pronoun Case

Gkoup II

,' Copula (is)
.";44

.Auxillari (id' Plural (-s)
p.m., 1.

Progressive ;tog

Article (a, the)

ssessive

Group II

- -Paat-.r4gular Past irregular

3rd person

Long Riural -es)

The strength of,these relationships lies in the fact thai no more
than 5",) of the children disconfirmed these relationships. Of major irn-

.portariee in this analysis is that mernber,ship.ina group does not depend
otca numerical score. Tor example,- from the tre,'-i.ve see:tbatIFe-
mean iunctor score for Article was 89, for Dig 81,tnd for Copula 82.
Despite these differences in scores, these three are not ordered with
respect to each othq, as would occur in a rank order analysis., Rather,,
they are all members of The group that precedes tice last 5 functdrs men-
tioned above.

The tree also reveals a sub-hierarchy for the 5 s-morphemes
among our functors: Copula is a prerequislte to Auxiliary and Plural,

'411/4
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.
d thege'two are a,prerequi,.te 'to Pc..iespisie 3rd per on. (Set!

Fign.re 4L s hier,rchy clearly,shown that phonetic hhapt:ee toes not
determine the order accrdiskion, but that some -!.,..1rt of differentiation
Of (=aim). tinderlis

ti

.Figure 4.
litEAARCHY FORS.1%.40APHEN, 1ES

foriFustio
0

ultin-late val' fl of the tree. a4alxfas he t3;, in its potential to
.(3,4ver then sorts c",f empirical, facts neeJied before one !cart begin t:. 5pecify
with any ennfidenee the-natur of lanluage :itrategies , Of
7:ourw, empirical. factz rf ati-ir.-4,.p:rt are of littk. interest:if not place]
;within a theoretical frarnewchrk; The above clizscAcssin of c-ornplegity
4tratey'th,us tc,,ctif.41;ed On two tii,31nt approaches to the nature oil::.'tan-

Eivage learning, In the Ar st ic groCh, ong accep t;. the notion; complex-
-

ity.as the priroAryw,x-p/acithtir,n of language learninv tocmliii!s reties
areslincar' for ailriitivVto. explain acquisition phenoiren:

that that ea-ri be brolpn :(1,:,..gio into unit t-4 the.4tniimber of
,..hicti,,clete,trnines IT.Arnins.; ic.,,quencrl. The it-tarow units therfs are in a
particu1 i3r item to b le-p-rned,ff'the Inter that itern will anped'r in the
lea rninv sequenct%. totall; on cl sr,riptiony of what

to l rtlurves that 12441iing..strategies dorre sipond per-
: tuSiose desctiptfons-, , i, C. ciesi."riptions native

spe,I*:ez:$ kriow, about their language.
`

The ,c,Cond.approach doe:: ota.4-<.,,Airoe.t6i,-, perfect ce:Irre/iiponilence
-be teen learpAig learnin matt u; and thes, it rrni51
variables that ,live to 4 with criter.ia for ttvcoenitaW04,-,rganizatiori of
linguisinZ flatMlanktuage acqui;itik,sn trategir-R.- ffigre 3s -no \-jeiaconlo

'ai--(1.:urrve that the'nature of thee criteria is $rirlitive,Aror t_4,.t a cit.fArrip*2-
tion of -,t.he target 1anetlit:14:-.11eatnine, rnatto!,n) TAttiy ni,-,.-It,producttve
sour %:e. for explanation.; of thc, languace:Icartivr-; prodci.ce,

4
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might instead begin to plain acquisition ordersil searching for critical
41aracteri-stics of thos pirts_of syntax that children produce in a pre-

i
dictable orde-r. FOr auriple, a characteristic such as "XI A are ereep-
tions to a general rule (syntactic, phonological or semantic)" might he

.'t among those that defige a late group of structures A group that is .
,acquired earlier might be defined by characteristics that are not directly

/
,- / related to thosi that define a late group such as .Y,41 express a basic
,, semantic relatioa". Notice that such characteristics do not rely ont "preconceived notions about the form of grammar underlying a child' $

...

utteranceV (Bever 1970: 349), nor are they in any ;say increments Or/ units of art overriding variable. Rather, .they are characteristics that
emerge fro the particular aggregation of structures that children pro-
fluce at a particular point in the acquisition process. In sum, critical
characteristics are those-features ,(or attributes) of syntactic structures
that`distingnish,each group of structures in an acquisition hierarchy
from aqy other group in the hierarchy. It seams-that such.characteiis-
tic's may provide a rich empirical source from which language acquisi-%
Hon-strategies might be4nferred. t

S If this.4ine of,reasoning is correct, and if its potential is to be
realiztdi then specific kinds of empirical data which are not yet available
become necessary. .

.4

First, acquisition iierarchies of English syntactic structures' that
are of a higher level thaii functors must be obtained. The presen'ce of
such structures within an acquisition hierarchy. should make the relation-
'ship among items in a group more apparent thti they a4,re now.

Second, effuts of native language phonology and semantics on setc4
ond language acquisition must be clarified 'along with the relationship of
these aspecta to the acquisition of syntax in a second language,

- informatiprx on' the acquisition hierarchies in second languages
other than English would,off r important insights concerning the atcuracy
of Critical .characterti ha.r i based only on English syntax acquisi-
ton,. i and would add pew iensiops that English alone 'c'ould not offer.
ettal*tnistics that define corresponding groups in the acquisition

xe.iarcliie of two or mor . languages should be related in-some signifi-
ra way that should strongly indicate the shape of universal language

;
is rning ,itrategies.

4.

.Fourth, within a gi ten language, second language acquisition
hie archies may vary de ending on the type ,of exposure avAilable to the
sec nd I; aguage learner For example, if the child is exposed only to

'This as the definin c-jrctsrisUc of ,:le four structures studied by C.

,Chcialsky (1970), which wege still being acquired by 5-10 year old children:
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a. list of vocabulary words and a predetermined sequence er syntactic
structures 3tia classrooM drills and dialogues, the--esulting acquisition. hierarchy might be quite diyerent from that resulting frclin the exposure
to the entire target! Language system as Lire exposure to natural speech.
Likewise, exposure to natumal speech of adults only might also result in

'a. ;hierarchy different.from that resulting from. exposure to peer speech
in tie target language. Thus data collected in immersiod programs in
Canada, where only the teacher,ppeaks the target language fluently;

4vntght. reveal a different acquisition hierarchy than data collectedin 11 q.
'bilingual programs Ikhert noti-English7speaking children interact.with,
English speaking peers (as well, as an Engiiih speaking teacher), Ve'ry
little is kno-wn about the effects of such radically different types of Ian-
guage.learning environments on the, shape of thb "interlanguage" pieeduced4
by children. t. ' t
4 -

4 .
C 'o . 4

Much remains to be done 'before we can describe in sufficient det ail}--. ,
the creative construction process in child second language acquisition, t

. ,
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